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Discord’s Unenforced Polices and Guidelines 

Discord claims to be “a safe and friendly place for everyone” and includes safety settings and filtering 

options. They also provide a Safety Center and Parent Guide in an attempt to make their platform 

adhere to that motto.  

However, the available safety settings, filtering options, and reliance on individual user moderation and 

reporting by Discord makes it anything but safe and friendly for the millions of children using Discord 

every day.  

NCOSE research found several contradictions and unenforced policies when investigating Discord – and 

the lack of true transparency surrounding how Discord proactively monitors and catches violations 

means Discord has a long way to go before it really is a safe and friendly place for everyone.  

1. Discord does not default minor accounts to the highest safety settings available upon account 

creation.  

In their “adult content guidelines”, Discord claims that the highest safety setting in regard to receiving 

direct messages, called “keep me safe” is on by default: 

 

But when NCOSE research made a fake 13-year old account, these settings needed to be toggled on. The 

default was instead the middle option, which only scans direct messages from users that are not already 

added as friends. The other safety settings, which include who can add you as a friend, were all 

defaulted to the most open settings available. This means that anyone can add you as a friend, including 

anyone in a mutual server – and some servers have thousands of members. This is often how adults 

contact and begin grooming relationships with children on Discord. Here is a screenshot of the default 

safety settings after creating the 13-year old account: 

https://discord.com/safety
https://discord.com/safety/360044154611-Talking-about-online-safety-with-your-teen
https://discord.com/safety/360043653552-Adult-content-on-Discord
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Discord also requires users to opt-in to viewing NSFW content when using the Discord mobile app for 

iOS – and this option is still available even for accounts under the age of 18 years old. If Discord were 

truly dedicated to protecting children online, they would remove this option completely for accounts 

under the age of 18 years old.  

 

2. Discord claims verified and partner servers cannot include NSFW content – but have verified 

Pornhub, a server dedicated to NSFW content, and a company that has come under fire for 

hosting and profiting from child sexual abuse material and other non-consensual material. 

 

 

https://support.discord.com/hc/en-us/articles/1500005389362-NSFW-Server-Designation
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3. Minor accounts can still access NSFW servers, even if individual channels within those 

servers are blocked.  

Discord uses age-gating software to block minor-aged accounts from accessing and 

participating in channels that have been marked by server owners/moderators as “NSFW”. 

However, many servers dedicated to illicit pornography trading, including non-consensual 

material and online prostitution, are easily accessed by minors. Despite Discord providing the 

ability to mark entire servers as NSFW, the fake 13-year old account joined several NSFW 

servers and was able to access content, including Pornhub – which should easily be marked as 

“specifically focused on explicit pornographic content”.  
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4. Discord relies on user moderation and reports to catch bad behavior – despite claiming a zero-

tolerance policy regarding non-consensual sharing of sexual material and CSAM.  

 

 

They also take care to remind users they do NOT actively monitor every server, and even have it 

explicitly stated in their Terms of Use that Discord is under no obligation to monitor their 

communication channels.  

https://discord.com/terms
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However, Discord also claims to be proactive in catching and removing harmful material – despite ample 

evidence proving otherwise.  

 

 

Discord currently has policies on paper that in theory, prevent sexual content from reaching 

users unintentionally and blocks illegal sexual content with filter scanning software. 

However, it is abundantly clear that in practice, these policies are not enough to prevent the 

mass spread of illegal pornography, child abuse, and predatory grooming. 

 


